ARTICLES

NA'1. SENATES
NA'2. SUB-SENATE ELECTIONS
NA'3. MERITOCRACY
NA'4. SUB-SENATE ROLES
NA'5. MAIN-SENATE
NA'6. MAIN-SENATE ROLES
NA'7. OVER-SENATE ROLES
NA'8. WHO CAN BE A SENATOR?
NA'9. SENATE VOTING
NA'10. SENATE BBS
NA'11. CONCENTRATION OF SENATE POWER
NA'12. SENATE CONDUCT
NA'13. CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS
NA'14. COUNTY GOVERNMENT
NA'15. INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENT
NA'16. DECENTRALIZED VOTING
NA'17. CONTINUOUS GOVERNMENT
NA'18. WAR RULES
NA'19. ULTIMATE AUTHORITY OVER GOVERNMENT
NA'20. INTER-ELECTION PERIODS
NA'21. CRISIS AND EMERGENCY BODIES
NA'22. RESTRICTIONS ON UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE

NATIONAL BILL OF RIGHTS AND RULES

A — CITADEL RIGHTS

NR'1. FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND PRESS
NR'2. THE RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS
NR'3. FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY
NR'4. NO TOLERANCE OF TYRANNY
NR'5. CITADEL RIGHTS

B — OTHER CORE RIGHTS

NR'6. NETWORKS AND ANONYMITY
NR'7. ELECTRONICS
NR'8. TELESCREENS
NR'9. VIDEO MONITORING
NR'10. NON-DEMOCRATIC NEWS MEDIA
NR'11. ELECTION FRAUD AND FREE SPEECH
NR'12. ADS AND PROPAGANDA
NR'13. SPAM, POSTAGE AND ADVERTISING TAX
NR'14. PRIVACY
NR'15. RECORDING

C — VOTING & CORRUPTION

NR'16. VOTING DAY
NR'17. POLITICAL PARTIES
NR'18. ELECTION CAMPAIGNS

D — POLICE & JUSTICE

NR'19. CORRUPTION
NR'20. LITTLE GROUPS GET LITTLE POWER
NR'21. VOTER BIASES

NR'22. POLICE SEARCHES
NR'23. POLICE USE OF FORCE
NR'24. POLICE STOPS AND ARRESTS
NR'25. PRE-TRIAL LOCKUP AND RELEASE
NR'26. POLICE OTHER
NR'27. THE PUBLIC PROSECUTION DECISION
NR'28. THE ACCUSED IN COURT
NR'29. JUDICIAL RIGHTS
NR'30. VIOLENT CRIME
NR'31. PENALTY MULTIPLIERS
NR'32. LEGAL PRECEDENCE
NR'33. MONEY (CIVIL) COURT TRIALS
NR'34. FINES
NR'35. CIVIL DAMAGES
NR'36. SENATE JURIES
NR'37. JUSTICE WITHOUT INCENTIVES
NR'38. NOT FOR THE CIVIL COURTS
NR'39. LAWYERS
NR'40. COURT SURROGATES
NR'41. JAIL AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES

E — GOVERNMENT FINANCES

NR'42. INCOME AND CONSUMPTION TAXES
NR'43. LUXURY TAX
NR'44. TAXATION RULES
NR'45. WEALTH AND POVERTY TAXES
NR'46. BASIC PROPERTY TAX
NR'47. PROGRESSIVE PROPERTY TAX
NR'48. DEATH AND INHERITANCE
NR'49. GOVERNMENT SPENDING
NR'50. THE INITIAL TAX SYSTEM
NR'51. NON-REGRESSIVE TAXES
NR'52. PUBLIC PROPERTY
NR'53. INTERNATIONAL TRADE & RELATIONS
NR'54. SHARED PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE
NR'55. PROPERTY CONDEMNATION
NR'56. LAND FOR NEW CITIES
NR'57. PRIOR PUBLIC LARGESS
NR'58. MORE AND BETTER

F — VICES

NR'59. ADDICTION, DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
NR'60. SMOKING
NR'61. ANTI-GAMBLING LAWS
NR'62. HARMFUL PRODUCTS AND ACTIVITIES
G — PUBLIC PROPERTY & PERMISSIONS
NR'63. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
NR'64. MINERAL EXTRACTION RESERVES
NR'65. MINERAL INFRASTRUCTURE
NR'66. GOVERNMENT PERMISSION
NR'67. ENERGY POLICY
NR'68. THE COMMONS AND COMMON WEALTH
NR'69. PUBLIC PROPERTY
NR'70. NATURE AND NATIVE RESERVES
NR'71. SPECIES PROTECTION AND HABITAT
NR'72. AQUIFERS AND WATER RIGHTS

H — ECONOMIC
NR'73. ANTI-MONOPOLY PROTECTIONS
NR'74. REAL ESTATE SALES
NR'75. LIMITS ON FOREIGN OWNERSHIP
NR'76. DEBT CRISIS
NR'77. LOANS
NR'78. BANKING AND CREDIT
NR'79. BUNDLED DEBT
NR'80. FINANCIAL
NR'81. CONTRACTS
NR'82. NO CASH OR CRIMINAL CURRENCIES
NR'83. PAPER MONEY AND LABOR
NR'84. SOCIAL COSTS AND INDUSTRY
NR'85. NATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS
NR'86. EMPLOYMENT

I — HEALTH — FAMILY — WOMEN
NR'87. HEALTHCARE
NR'88. RESTRAINED ACTIVITIES
NR'89. EPIDEMICS AND VACCINES
NR'90. SUICIDE, EUTHANASIA, AND EXECUTION
NR'91. AGE, AND LEGAL COMPETENCE
NR'92. WOMEN AND CHILDBIRTH
NR'93. MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE
NR'94. BREEDING RIGHTS
NR'95. GOVERNMENT CHILD BENEFITS
NR'96. NON-GOVERNMENT CHILD BENEFITS
NR'97. CHILD CUSTODY
NR'98. SEX

J — WAR — TERROR — FORCE MAJEUR
NR'99. GOVERNMENT ARMS AND THE PEOPLE
NR'100. TERRORISM AND WAR MONGERING
NR'101. OATHS
NR'102. WAR AND MILITARY RULES
NR'103. MERCENARIES
NR'104. NUCLEAR POLICY

K — CITIES AND TRANSPORT
NR'105. CITIES
NR'106. NEW CITIES
NR'107. SEWAGE AND GARBAGE
NR'108. URBAN NUISANCES
NR'109. TRANSIT BASED URBANISM
NR'110. URBAN PROXIMITY TAX
NR'111. GOVERNMENT SPLENDOR
NR'112. RAILROADS
NR'113. ALL RAILROADS ARE FREeways
NR'114. TRANSPORT
NR'115. ROADS AND VEHICLE CHARGES
NR'116. ROAD VEHICLE FLEET
NR'117. FREE PUBLIC UTILITIES
NR'118. BROADCASTING

L — BUSINESS FRIENDLINESS
NR'119. GOVERNMENT ECONOMIC POLICY
NR'120. MAIL AND DELIVERIES
NR'121. PROFESSIONS
NR'122. INDUSTRY STANDARDS
NR'123. LABOR UNIONS
NR'124. IP MONOPOLY PERIODS
NR'125. NO IP MONOPOLY RIGHTS
NR'126. IP MONOPOLY RULES
NR'127. CANCELLED PATENTS
NR'128. PUBLIC RESEARCH FUNDING
NR'129. WORK TIME
NR'130. INSURANCE
NR'131. PUBLIC LIBRARIES
NR'132. LEARNING
NR'133. UBIQs

M — ECONOMIC FREEDOM
NR'134. DEBT
NR'135. FICTIONAL CITIZEN RULES
NR'136. FC MANAGEMENT
NR'137. FCS AND COMPETITION
NR'138. FCS AND CONSOLIDATION
NR'139. FCS AND EMPLOYEES
NR'140. FC STOCK AND VOTING RIGHTS
NR'141. GOVERNMENT POWER OVER FCS
NR'142. ALL WEALTH REVERTS TO THE PEOPLE
NR'143. LAND OWNERSHIP AND CITIZENSHIP

N — RELIGION & CHARITY
NR'144. FREEDOM OF RELIGION IS SECONDARY
NR'145. CHURCH SEPARATION
NR'146. GOOD RELIGIONS & EVIL OCCULTS
NR'147. RELIGIOUS POLLUTION FINES
NR'148. CHARITIES AND MONEY
O — IMMIGRATION

NR'149. CITIZENSHIP INTRODUCTION
NR'150. THE STAKE THROUGH ISHTAR'S HEART
NR'151. CITIZENS COME BEFORE IMMIGRANTS
NR'152. VERIFICATION OF CITIZENSHIP
NR'153. ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION
NR'154. WE OWE THEM NOTHING
NR'155. RACISM, INEQUALITY, & DISCRIMINATION
NR'156. NON-CITIZEN RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES
NR'157. REFUGEES
NR'158. EXHODS
NR'159. IMMIGRATION RULES
NR'160. IMMIGRATION CAMPS
NR'161. NOME ADOPTION OF IMMIGRANTS
NR'162. CLEAVING
NR'163. OUR BORDER WITH MEXICO
NR'164. OUR BORDER WITH CANADA
NR'165. OUR TRADE ROUTES

P — GENERAL

NR'166. ALL LAWS DIE FAST
NR'167. SECRET SENATE VOTING
NR'168. NEW COUNTING SYSTEMS
NR'169. GOVERNMENT SERVICES TUTORIALS
NR'170. WORLD GOVERNMENT
NR'171. NO PUBLIC EXECUTION AS SPECTACLE
NR'172. THE BIG BANG
NR'173. CITIZEN CAPITAL REAPPORTIONMENT
NR'174. PROPERTY REAPPORTIONMENT
NR'175. IMMIGRANT & EXHOD REAPPORTIONMENT
NR'176. CITIZEN LOSS REINSTATEMENT
NR'177. EMPLOYEE PROFIT SHARING
NR'178. GENE TESTING TO FIND HAREMI
NR'179. PROTOTYPE CONSTITUTION
NR'180. SENATE MUSTERING
NR'181. SENATE PROPAGATION
NR'182. NON-VIOLENT PROTEST
NR'183. 22 VARIABLE CONSTITUTIONAL CLAUSES